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CROPPING AND MACHINERY
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Modelling agricultural crop for
mobile applications
At the current state the performance of self propelled harvesting machines is still being impro-
ved. Accordingly the strain for the drivers of harvesting machines and transport units is rising. 
With the aim to relieve the driver’s condition a model based approach has been analysed. The 
approach enables the automation of the loading process by the model based monitoring of the 
loading state. Concerning that the partly adverse harvesting conditions reduce the effi ciency 
of computerized vision based monitoring, model based loading might have the ability to play 
a future key role. This paper derives an overview of the loading model approaches developed 
during the research project ‘model based loading of agricultural trailers’, which is promoted by 
the German Research Foundation.
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■ There is a trend in agricultural engineering towards inc-
reasing power of harvesting machines; working widths as well 
as throughput are rising. Additionally, this kind of machinery 
causes higher fi nancial investments and relative high operating 
costs. To generate a maximum of harvesting profi t, harvesting 
machines — as well as any other high performance machine — 
have to be run at the most effi cient confi guration as well as at a 
high amount of operating time per harvesting period.

If harvesting and transport are combined in parallel ope-
ration, the overloading process is of another particular impor-
tance for the effi ciency of the whole harvesting process. The 
working process and the loading process demand the driver’s 
attendance concurrently. Constant vigilance and high concent-
ration is required in order to avoid losses, overfi lling or collisi-
ons between the vehicles. In Order to optimize the capacity of 
the machines, harvesting at night is necessary, and the risk of 
fatigue mistakes is rising. Supplementary the operators are er-
gonomically stressed, because the increasing size of the trans-
portation units is worsen the visibility of the capacity [1; 2].

Model based loading control for agricultural crops  

Continuously the amount of sensors being installed on har-
vesting machines is rising [3; 4]. Regarding to the automation 
of the spout control [5; 6] its a consecutive step to extend the 

current state-of-the-art loading point control by means of the 
complete automation towards a process which is not attended 
by the machine operator. According to Graefe [7] reasonable 
camera-based sensor systems in the agricultural environment 
are suitable only for a limited extend. Contrary fi rst solutions 
are launched on the market in 2009 [6; 8]. To meet the demands 
the Institute of Agricultural Machinery and Fluid Power initia-
ted a research project to develop and analyse the prospects of a 
throughput related extension of the loading point control. The 
model based loading system is based on the main components 
of the previously developed Assistance System for Overloading 
Agricultural Crops (ASUL); fi rstly the loading point control, 
and secondly the calculation of the relative position. The whole 
functional principle of the model-based loading control is de-
picted in fi gure 1. 

Assuming that the relative position and orientation of the 
vehicles — self propelled forage harvester and a tractor — and 
the orientation of the loading spout are known, the calculation 
of the actual loading point inside the trailer is easily manageab-
le. Using a potentiometer detecting the gap between the intake 
rollers the volumetric fl ow of the crops is calculated. A software 
model uses the given parameters to defi ne the accumulation of 
the crop in the trailer. By cumulating the crop strategically — by 
means of different discrete loading spaces — the total volume is 
fi lled effi ciently. 
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Suitable bulk heap and loading model

The development of a fundamental agricultural bulk heap mo-
del was the fi rst main task during the research project. The-
refore referential bulk heaps of agricultural crops had been 
analyzed, which were carried out in fi eld trials during the har-
vesting campaigns. The results were used to formulate three 
rules qualifying the characteristics of bulk heap gradient and 
the heap formation [9]:

Regarding the front of the bulk heap, the gradient is less  ■

depending on the impact vector than on the material con-
straints. The bulk heap gradient on the front slope ranges 
between 31° and 40°.
On the reverted side of the bulk heap the gradient is  ■

infl uenced on both the material constraints and the im-
pact vector. Whilst the impact vector is beyond 45°, the 
gradient is saturating in between 35° and 40°.
The shifting of the bulk heap apex and the gradient are  ■

interdependent, therefore a combined geometric and 
loading model concept shall be aspired.

Due to the results of Schulze and Landry [10; 11] the usage 
of numerical simulation methods has not taken into account. 
Those modelling approaches usually consume enormous com-
puting power, which is not available on harvesting machinery. 
During the research process a different concept has been pur-
sued. The accumulation of the crop is represented via simple 
elementary geometric 3D-functions such as cones, paraboloids 
and hyperboloids. In [9] the main advantages of this approach 
are discussed in detail.

To meet the results and studies of the fi eld trials two dif-
ferent functions are implemented. The fi rst one calculates the 
geometry of single bulk heaps; the second function defi nes the 
assembling process as well as the interaction of the bulk.

Single bulk heaps are represented as a split two phased 
cone. According the fi eld trial results the single cone consists 
of a circular cone on the front side and an elliptic cone on the 
rear side (fi gure 2). The gradient at the reverted side is depen-

ding on the impact vector of the crop stream and the predefi ned 
gradient on the front side of the bulk heap.

The continuous crop fl ow is separated into discrete volumi-
na, and the total loading state inside the trailer is fed stepwise 
by the discrete parts. The accumulation of the discrete part is 
calculated concerning the impact vector, the size of the volume 
part and the current loading state, with regards to the given 
3D-function. The current loading state as well as the distributi-
on of the incoming volume is represented via elevation profi les 
specifi ed in matrices. Adding the matrices both are combined 
to establish a new current loading state (fi gure 3). The concept 
implies several advantages: Firstly the continuity of the assem-
bly of the virtual bulk is independent of both the size of the 
discrete volume parts and the deviation of the discrete loading 
point.

Verifi cation of the model

During the last harvesting periods newer fi eld trials have been 
used to verify the model concept. Therefore the elevation profi le 
of the model and the real distribution were identifi ed. The high-
est deviation, the median as well as the standard deviation bet-
ween the height of the real distribution and the model are cal-
culated. Additionally, fi gure 4 depicts the mean value averaged 
over the given results of all trials. In the given subset the maxi-
mum deviation concerning the height difference is 1.13 meters. 
Acting on the assumption that the maximal loading height is 
1.5 m, the maximum deviation is in a range about 75 %. The 
mean value over the whole subset (ca. 60 cm) is equivalent to a 
mean maximum deviation of ca. 40 %. But regarding the mean 
value of the median and the standard deviation an adequate 
over all deviation is conjecturable. The standard deviation is 
averaged to 17 cm, which equates to slightly more than 10 %. 
The mean value of the median is 21 cm, means slightly below 
15 %. Considering the relatively plain model concept using a 
split two phased cone, the given subset shows an impressive 
correlation of model and real accumulation.

Fig. 1

Set up of model based loading of agricultural trailers
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Conclusions

An auxiliary system for loading agricultural goods in parallel 
process — the ASUL — has been developed at the Technische 
Universität Braunschweig. During the consecutive research 
project ‘model based loading of agricultural trailers’ especial 
models of bulk heaps and the loading state for agricultural trai-
lers have been developed. These models meet the demands of 
applicability in state of the art mobile harvesting machinery. 
The fi rst verifi cation of the model has shown a impressive per-
formance, regarding the plainness of the fi rst approach.
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Fig. 2

Geometrical defi nition of a single bulk heap

Fig. 3

Discrete loading state defi nition
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Fig. 4

Maximum, median and standard deviation of the height differences
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